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 You are cordially invited. . . . Don’t miss amateur detective Carnegie Kincaid, expert in all things
matrimony and murder, in the Hallmark original movie Wedding Planner Mystery on Hallmark
Movies & Mysteries!

TO SURVIVE THE WEDDING OF THE SEASON . . .

Wedding planner Carnegie Kincaid can feel the heat when she reunites with an old flame in the wealthy
resort community of Sun Valley—but handsome smoke jumper Jack Packard is about to marry Carnegie’s
former best friend, now a famous TV actress. With a star-studded ceremony to pull off, a noncommittal
boyfriend back in Seattle, and a supercilious Frenchman barking orders, Carnegie has no time for carnal
urges. Especially once murder joins the party.

YOU’VE GOT TO TAKE THE PLUNGE.

The victim was a local hero who leapt from planes to fight fire. But was his impromptu skydive a smoke
screen for something sinister? With her florist going AWOL, her bride going ballistically Hollywood, and
her curiosity running wild, Carnegie may be in over her head: Someone in Sun Valley is a killer—and it’s up
to Carnegie to grill the guests and unmask the villain . . . or watch her glitzy job go up in flames.
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From Reader Review Death Takes a Honeymoon for online ebook

Kathy says

Cliffhanger ending!!!!!! Can't wait to get the next one started right now!

Basically, the adventures of Carnegie Kincaid, wedding planner, who heads home to attend a friend's
wedding and ends up assisting in pulling off the wedding.

Murder, forest fires, twists and turns kept my attention all the way to the end!!!

Have read the three previous mysteries by the author and have enjoyed every one!!

Nadine says

Another good one. Had a lot of suggested sex, but nothing graphic. Surprise ending!

Lain says

I really enjoy this "cozy" murder mystery series, with amateur sleuth/wedding planner Carnegie Kincaid.
Deborah Donnelly's story lines are always entertaining and liberally sprinkled with humor at the expense of
Carnegie's Bridezilla du Jour.

This particular story was a bit convoluted, with a number of new characters dumped on the reader
simultaneously. Even at the end of the story, I felt like I needed a scorecard to keep up. All the same,
Donnelly does a fairly good job of distinguishing even the most minor of characters.

A good, but not overwhelming plot, coupled with a look into Carnegie's past, makes for a solid book. I must
say, though, the cliffhanger ending is a bit over-the-top. If Aaron's truly gone, then I say good riddance. I
wasn't too thrilled with him anyway.

Susan says

A humorous cute mystery - good for a light read

Joe says

just good work



Karen Holman says

This cozy mystery has a unique group of characters, is set in Idaho, and an ending that invites the reader to
look for more tales in this series. copy right 2005

Kristen says

This is the fourth installment of the Carnegie Kincaid series. In this one, Carnegie learns about her cousin's
death and flies to Idaho. From there, she reunites with Brenda and Tracy, two of her oldest friends, as Tracy
gets married. She was first there as guest, and then as wedding planner, when things goes awry. Carnegie
also deals with an uncertainty on Aaron's commitment and learns of her mom's new relationship, as she
learns about smoke jumping forest fires and who caused her cousin's death. The closer things gets, things
gets intense, as an old cold case turns up and family secrets, when there's a brewing forest fires. I'll finish this
series next year with #5.

Carol says

This book started out being fun and even a little funny. But the end of the story was way to intense for a light
mystery and it ended with a thud. What actually happened to Aaron, did the inn burn, and how was Tracy
able to change so completely in a matter of minutes?????!!!!! Authors in general have a really hard time
ending stories and this one was awful!

Jody says

The 4th wedding planner mystery takes place in Sun Valley where Carnegie gets roped into overseeing an
old friend's wedding and can't resist nosing into the murder of a local.

Cheryl says

I enjoyed this book a lot, but if the sequel was not already out I probably wouldn't have read another book in
this series because I *hate* when a cozy ends on a cliffhanger. I get enough of that with the fantasy series I
read, so I expect cozies to be self-contained light reading. Since I read a lot, if the sequel wasn't out right
now I would have written the series off and walked away from ever pick up another book by this author.

Sylvia says

Mystery



Linda says

This is the second book in the series I've read and it left me wanting to read more as it ended in a major cliff
hanger (I hate it when authors do that). I enjoyed the characters, mystery and more insight into the life of a
wedding planner.

Jane says

Hated the silly cliffhanger ending. Books, even series books, should end properly. It's unfair to the reader. I
had the next one on my reader, so I didn't need to wait to find out, but it was a cheap tactic.

Tiersa says

Some of the books in the Wedding Planner series are fun to read. This one was a good story, but I couldn't
wait for it to be over. There is always a conflict within the main character of confidence and complete lack
thereof, but this time was far too extreme, and it just did not serve the story well. I really don't care if she and
Aaron learn to get along, because frankly it just doesn't seem like a great relationship.

Pat says

Wedding planner Carnegie Kinkaid goes to a college roommate's wedding in Idaho and serves as a helper. It
was good until the end. It seemed like the last chapter was missing.
Not so hot.


